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ON ALLUSION,
NARRATIVE,
AND ANNUNCIATION IN
HOGARTH'S
A HARLOT'S PROGRESS
Alexander S. Gourlay

wo consecutive leavesin William Hc^arth'shandwriting from a ledger covering three months in 1752
suggest that he had a rather different role in the
London print market than previously believed. They show that the
artist was not only selling his own engravings, as we have long known,
but also dealing very extensively in prints by others, living and dead.
The February 5—April 4 leaf, recendy purchased by the Yale Center for
British Art from the dealer Roy Davids, details purchases or sales in a
two-month period of eight prints after Poussin, a set of "French
prints," numerous colored maps, "100 Metzitintos," and glass, frames
and other supplies for a substantial print-dealing operation.' The other
f (J)/

' The account book appears to be Hogarth's own ledger rather than the one kept at the
Leicester Square shop where the prints were sold, for it records his wholesale purchases but
not individual retail sales of prints (though it does show considerable income from "Prints"
collectively). Thanks to Elisabeth Fairman of the Yale Center for bringing the January-
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leaf (for January 1—February 5, 1752), which was already at the Yale
Center but not known generally, also shows numerous purchases and
sales of maps, prints, and colored prints as well as the expected
payments to colormen, coppersmiths, and printers [Figure 1]. Scholars
have long assumed that Hogarth had some familiarity with the art
available in printshops during his time, but this is the first evidence that
he was actually buying and selling prints on a large scale in addition to
publishing and selling his own works. I think it is likely that such printdealing occurred throughout his professional life, even at his first shop,
the Golden Ball, in litde Newport Street, opened by early 1724, but at
no point in his career did he explicitly advertise work by others and
there is no mention of such sales in any contemporary acco\ants.^ By
buying and selling prints Hogarth could substantially supplement his
income, but, more significantly for us, become as widely and deeply
learned in the language of art as even the most acquisitiv^e connoisseur,
studying hundreds of works as they passed through his hands and
discussing them with visitors, friends, and customers.
A revised understanding of the extent of Hogarth's engagement
in die print market and his familiarity with the print tradition suggests
that we should be taking more seriously than ever the relationship
between his art and that of his predecessors. Ronald Paulson and
others have shown how the six engravings of A Harlot's Vrogress'
resonate ironically with well-known pictures of saints and mythological

February leaf to my attention and for facilitating study of both leaves. TheJanuary-February
leaf, a ^ft of Arthur Weyhe, is catalogued at Yale as "Rare Books / Manuscripts / Weyhe /
Hogarth"; the recendy acquired Febrtiary-Aptil leaf, purchased by the Paul Mellon Fund, is
catalogued as 20050705-A.
^ He probably didn't have enough original material in the twenties to justify having a shop of
his own, so offering work byother artistswould beeven more likely. When Hogarth's pictures
were auctioned after his death the catalogue listed "Loose Prints and Drawings," including
"The loves of the Gods, Titian," "Four, by Robert Strange," an uncounted lot of "various
prints" and works "by...others." Some of these naay have been part of Hogarth's personal
collection, but others may represent random unsold inventory from his print business. The
catalogue is reproduced in Ronald Patilson, Hogarth: His Life, Art, and Times, 2 vols. (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1971) 2:511-13.
' Most of the paintings that preceded the engravings were destroyed and/or badly damaged
in a fire—^because the one that corresponds to picture 3 of the Harlot's Progress series was
destroyed completely, I will for the most part be referring to the engravings. Two surviving
paintings (2 and 4) are reproduced in William Hogarth: Dipinti Disegni Jneisione (Venice: Neri
Pozaa Editore, 1989): figs. 128-129.
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heroes whose stories dominated the prints and paintingsin the high art
tradition that Hogarth knew."* His heroine, "M. Hackabout" is thus, for
instance, a modem female Hercules who doesn't have much of a
choice at the crossroads of her life; an vinrepentant Magdalen; a false
goddess worshiped by a London Israelite in his folly; and in at least
four different ways an ironic Christ figure: chucked on the chin in a
parody of the Nativity,® upsetting a money-changer's tea table or, later,
endxaring mockery and bearing the instrument of her punishment in
Bridewell,® and finally the central figure in an ironic Last Supper. In
addition, a student of mine, Shubhani Sarkar, has noted that MoU's
dying pose in the fifth picture echoes that of Bernini's famous
sculpture of St. Teresa of Avila in her ecstasy.^ Most obviously, Moll
or Mary appears at least three times in situations that suggest a role as
an irono-type of die Virgin Mary: the first picture in the series, Paulson
argues, plays upon pictorial structures found in representations of the
Visitation; the third picture [Figure 2], he suggests, is a parodic
Annunciation, in which the un-virgin Moll is accosted in her bedroom
by the officious whore-catching magistrate John Gonson rather than
the Angel Gabriel; and the death scene in Harlot's Progress 5 evokes the
Death of the VirgiiL® Paulson adduces in particular the Annunciation

* Paulson's richly inventive readings and re-readings are summarized in Hogfirth, 3 vols. (New
Brunswick: Rubers University Press, 1991), 1:237—336 and more succinctly in Hi^artb's
Gn^Me Workt, 3rd rev. ed., (London: The Print Room, 1989), 76-83. See also Bemd
Krysmanski, "Hogarth's A Rake's Progress: An *Anti-Passion' in Disguise," 1650-1850 4
(1998): 137-82, for an even more thorough exposition of possible allusions and evocations
in another Hogarth work. See also his Hogarth's "Enthusiasm Delineated": l^achahmung aU
Kri6k amKennertum, EineWerkanal^st, ZuglticheinEinblick indassarkastisch-at^ekliirtt Denkeneines
"KSnstlemhelUn"im mgUscben 18. Jahrhundert, 2 vols. (Hildesheim, Zurich, New York: Georg
Olms, 1996), 1:367-69, for some commentary on Harlot 3. Since this essay was first
completed Paulson has published an expansive reiteration of it ail in Hogarth's Harlot: Sacred
Piir(?^;>(B«^te««?r«/E»^/5j«i7(BaItimoreandLondon:JohnsHopkinsUniversityPress,2003).
' In the first picture; see Paulson, Hogarth's Harht, 362n.
' See especially Durer's "Bearing of the Cross" (Bartsch VII-12) in the "Engraved Passion"
series.
' "Bernini's Ecstasy/Hogarth's Passion," an unpublished essay.
* The Death of the Virgin usually takes place in a bed, but some Counter-Reformation
versions of the subject show Mary expiring in a chair to suggest the suddenness and
painlessness of her death. For a review of the iconography of the Death of the Virgin, see
Louis Reau, Iconoffr^hie de FArt Chretien (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1955-1959)
2.2:607. The "Anodyne Necklace" advertisement on the floor maysuggest that Moll's death
is as gentle and painless as that of the Virgin, though for different reasons.
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[Figure 3] and Visitation in the serial Life of the Virgin woodcuts after
Diirer, but he is probably also right that Hogarth expected his audience
to think generally of the elements found in traditional representations
of all these subjects and even more broadly of all serial picture stories
depicting other saints' hves.
The relationship between Moll's history and these ironically evoked narratives is complex. Pictorial and literary allusions in Hogarth
(as elsewhere) differ markedly in their force—many produce evanes
cent wisps of irony that can be savored only by the most perspicuous,
imaginative, or determined; others are substantial enough to repay
sustained interpretive attention even if they don't always contribute to
a satisfyingly coherent interpretive scheme; and some are so strong that
nearly everyone can agree that recognizing them is essential to
understanding the pictures in question. I believe that both the narrative
and the themes of Annunciation pictures as well as their specific
iconography are even more relevant to A Har/ot's Progress than has so
far been recognized, and that concentrating on this particHar ironic
connection in Harlot's Progress 3 leads to a much richer understanding
of that picture, its part in the development of the series, and the details
of Moll's story, as well as a subtler appreciation of Hogarth's strategies
of pictorial allusion.
Harlot's Progress 3 relates to traditional representations of the
Annunciation in many respects, most of them reflecting differences
rather than similarities between Moll and the Virgin. Some of these
take the form of positive allusions in which major features correspond,
but only when we also consider all of what we might expect in an
Annunciation can we recognize the ways in which traditional features
of such pictures are present, pointedly absent, or present in radically
adjusted form in Hogarth's ironic version of the subject. The Diirer
print, like many Annunciations, represents Mary cloistered in a
pointedly neat and spodess bedchamber with a relevant religious text
(often Isaiah 7'.10) handy for her contemplation. When we see Moll in
her filthy and disordered establishment on Drury Lane, she is decidedly
not a virgin, but she has a religious text before her, even if she is not
reading it and probably never will: on the stool that fiinctions as her
breakfast table is the opening leaf from a famous pamphlet by the
Bishop of London calling upon the citizens of London to renew their
faith and submit to ecclesiastical authority. The leaf, presumably torn
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Figure 1; Hogarth account book leaf for January 1-February 5,1752.
Debits side. Yale Center for British Art, Gift of Arthur Weyhe.
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Figure 2: A Harlot's Prognss, Plate Three. Author's collection.
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Figure 3: Annunciation. After Albrecht Durer.
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design.
Courtesy Museum Works of Art Fund, photography by Erik Gould.
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Figure 4; Illustration to Canto 1 of The Rape of the hock.
Claude Du Bosc after Louis Du Guernier.
John Hay Library, Brown University.
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Figure 5: Annunciation. Rogiet van der Weyden or follower.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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from an vinsold copy of the book, has been used by the dairy-maid to
wrap Moll's butter. Similarly, Annunciations often include a neatly
made tester bed and a prie-dieu, lectem, or other fumitme that
suggests a private altar. Moll sits on a shabby unmade canopied bed, a
degenerate alternative to Mary's, and at the left side of the engraving is
a chair serving as a parodic altar with a used, unlit candle on it, iconic
portraits of the dubious heroes she worships (Macheath and Sacheverell), an engraving of Abraham preparing to sacrifice Isaac, a saint's
medallion, and a stained glass window. Mary's surroundings define not
only her condition but also her faith and devotion to God. The
particulars of Moll's altar suggest a personal theology of faith in
reprieve, as Paulson has pointed out: the fictional Macheath and the
real Sacheverell were both objects of idolatrous devotion, and both
were pardoned for their crimes. The story of Abraham and Isaac
similarly emblematizes both extreme faith and a reprieve in extremis.®
Moll's apartment is strewn with open bowls, pots, and mugs of
low origin and of variously impure contents (such as the bnmming
bowl on the "altar," probably used as an emergency chamberpot),
broken crockery that implies unchastity, evidence of alcohol consump
tion, and medicine botdes that indicate disease These natural and
conventional signs of Moll's physical and moral condition gain
additional significance when we recall that the Virgin is usually
accompanied in Annunciations by carefully disposed symbolic closed
vessels and emblems of purity sudh as stoppered flasks of clear uater
or vases of untouched lilies. Gabriel often approaches Mary from
behind, usually on the wing, to deliver his very important message;
often he is accompanied by other angels or putti.When the magistrate
Sir John Gonson walks in behind Moll, he and his crew tread on the
ground, and except thathe represents the powers that be, he is as much
unlike the Angel Gabriel as Moll is urJike the Virgin Mary. Gabriel
hails Mary and tells her not to be afraid, and indeed her latter days wiU
come without the usual pains of old age, childbirth or death; Gonson's
arrival means that MoU will be imprisoned at hard labor, and his
follower carries a cane for whipping petty criminals, seen again in the
next picture: instead of a human existence largely free of the conse-

' HogaTth's Graphic Works, 81.
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quences of the Fall that will come to Mary, Moll will have the worst of
it.
Much of this (and a great deal else) Paulson and others have
already said. But there remains more to see about the way the tradi
tional issues, themes and machinery of Annunciation pictures (and
some others) are relevant to this picture and its place in the series.
Paulson has shown that although much of the cultural material to
which Hogarth's art alludes is visual, the intellectual and creative
procedure involved is more closely related to the referential practices
of contemporary verbal satirists like Dryden or Pope. I believe that the
idea of employing references to the Annunciation in a topical satire
about modem society may have been suggested to Hogarth by a
pictorial adjunct to a literary text: Louis Du Guemier's illustrations to
the 1714 edition of Pope's Rape oj the Lock, especially the design for
Canto1 [Figure 4], which shows a rather grotesque Ariel leaning over
Belinda to whisper his prophetic message in her ear. This is itself a
probable visual allusion to a literary text, in that it recalls Paradise Lost
Book 4, where Satan takes the form of a toad to tempt sleeping Eve."*
But the scene as a whole is a mock Annunciation: the 'Sdrgin" Belinda
is addressed by a quasi-angelic being in her private chamber, with a
tester bed and an altar to Pride, her vanity table, corresponding to
Mary's prie-dieu.Pope's text makes this connection expUdtiy. Near the
beginning of his message to Belinda, Arid pleads for her attention and
credit by noting the similaritybetween thesituations of Belinda and the
Virgin, for eaA is accosted in her bedroom by a supernatural being
with an urgent message:
If e'er one Vision touch'd thy infant Thought,

It is relevant to Pope's mock-heroic tactics that spirits often communicate with heroes in
their dreams, but Du Guemier's rendering of the scene is less direcdy evocativeof these epic
precedents than of the episode in Paradise Lest, an episode that was then still uniUustrated.
Throughout Hs^arth'sHartotPwisoa refers to ways in which Hogarth's work resonates with
The Rs^e oJthe Leek as well as,rZf resonances with Paradise Lest (see especially 170-85), hut does
not address the Du Guernier illustrations there. Hogarth may have derived features of his Bys
Peeping at Nature, the subscription ticket design for A Harlot's Progress, from another of Du
Guemier's allusive illustrations to The Rt^e of the Leek, in the frontispiece, a generaliaed
travesty upon the subject called "The Toilette of Venus," Du Guernier includes a lascivious
satirical satyr peeking up Belinda's dressing gown while a more decorous putto holds up a
glass in which she sees only her "higher" self mirrored.
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Of all the Nurse and all the Priest have taught,
Of airy Elves by Moonlight Shadows seen,
The Silver Token, and the circled Greei\
Or Virgins visited by Angel-Pow'rs,
With Golden Crowns and Wreaths of heaVnly Flow'rs.
Hear and believe! (1:29—35)

Although nothing that could be confidently identified as a holy text is
depicted on the vanity table in Du Guernier's illustration (there is a
box, a powder cuj^ a tiny bowl, and a string of beads). Pope's famous
offhand mention of Bibles among the objects on the table may be less
random than it is usually taken to be, given the usual placement of a
holy text on the prie-dieu in the iconology of Annunciation." Some
Annunciations, including the one designed by Diirer [Figure 3],
contain a symbolic representation of the unruly appetites to which
Mary is immune: for instance, beneath the stairs in the Diirer print a
large boar is held captive, and in Lorenzo Lotto's ^canatiAnnunciation
a sinister cat arches its back and shies away firom Gabriel.This helps us
to make clearer sense of a feature of du Guernier's satiricalAnnuncia
tion: the shaggUy bestial leg of the stool peeking out from beneath the
skirts of the dressing table at left, an indication that beneath vain
appearances we find hidden lust, as Robert Halsband has suggested.^^
The correspondent representative of animal appetites in Harlot's Progress
3 is much better hidden, but as we shall se^ Moll's cat is on his trail.
I don't think Hogarth expected his audience to recognize his
specific debts to Pope and Du Guemier; instead, he learned firom them
how to appropriate traditional narratwe and thematic devices and
invert or subvert them in a fresh narrative for satiric purposes; he left
it up to us to recognize his references and follow them through their
ironic changes. For instance, another prominent feature of Harlot's
Progress 3 takes on new meaning when we consider it as a variant upon
the usual s3rrabolic apparatus of Annunciations, which often include
carefully disposed emblems of the Holy Ghost and/or God the Father

" See alsoGeoffrey Camall,"Belinda's Bibles,"in Colin Nicholson, ed.,AUxaiiderPepe: Essyt
for theTercentenaty (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1988): 130-38, on the use to which
Belinda might put her "bibles."
" See The Refe ofthe hock and Its Illustrations 1714-1896 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), 11.
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to indicate the paternity of the Son. In the Diirer woodcut [Figure 3],
for instance, God the Father appears in the sky above a window shelf
lhat represents thedivision between the heavenly and terrestrialrealms,
and a radiant dove representing the Holy Ghost hovers above the
Virgin Mary, occupying the sacred spaces (the bed, the chamber) that
correspond metaphorically to her womb. In later works Hogarth often
parodied such emblematicconcatenation of physicaland metaphysical
realms, literalizing the metaphorical upper regions with mundane
persons and objects subject to ordinary gravity." In Har/ot's Progress 3
he has neatly arranged natural signs that deliver one message while
alluding ironically to conventional iconological devices that comple
ment that message. Here the heavenly region is occupied by the "Wigg
Box" of the highwayman, pickpocket and polygamist James Dalton,
and a man's wig hangs just below it. All the information in the label of
the box ("James Dalton his / Wigg box") is essential, for Hogarth
wants us to see the relationship between the box and the wig below it,
and to know that the owner of that wig is the specific real man Dalton
(it may be relevant that some of his famous exploits featured wigs)."
The presence of this wigbox atop the bed, combined with the nearby
presence of the wig itself within the bed, constitutes common-sense
evidence that Moll's bedchamber is Dalton's habitual refuge. But I
believe that Hogarth has assembled these objects not only to provide
clues to the invented narrative of Moll's career but also to connect that
narrative with the iconic machinery of Annunciations like Diirer's: if
we compare Har/ot's Progress 3 with that print, we see that the empty
box in the bed's supernal regions corresponds to the Father in heaven
and the empty wig that came out of it to His emanation, the Holy
Ghost. Like the symbolic hovering dove in Annunciations, the wig is
in effect floating above Moll (though actually suspended behind her on
a loop or hook that usually holds a nightcap, a device that can be seen

" See Sean Shesgreen, Hogarth and the Times-of-the-Dq/ Tradition (Ithaca: Cornell Univetsity
Press, 1983), in which The Four Times of the Day and Stro/Sng Actresses Dressing in a Bam are
extensively analyzed in these terms.
" For more about Dalton and wigs, see James Dalton, A Genuine Narrative of aU the Street
Robberies committed since October last, iy James Dalton, and his Accomplices (London: J. Roberts,
1728): 13; thanks to Dr. Rictor Norton for this reference. See also Lives ofthe Most Remarkable
Criminals (London: Reeves and Turner, 1874), 2:327.
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in the two engraved plates of Hogarth's Bejore zxi6.Aftei)P Represent
ing the unholy ghost of Dalton in the form of an empty wig that
emanated from an empty box above the bed is thus a mimdane and
fallen inversion of the miraculous mystery of paternity in Annuncia
tions.
But where is Dalton himself? In a discussion of other matters,
Debra Taylor has suggested in passing that the kitten's playfully
inquisitive posture indicates that Dalton is actually hiding under Moll's
skirts or bed." Despite the absence of any unequivocal visual evidence
confirmii^ Dalton's presence, I think Taylor is right. I believe further
that it is essential to Hogarth's point that the clues to Dalton's presence
and role in fathering Moll's child be arcane, and that Dalton be the
corrupt mystery at the heart of that hidden under-realm that Hogarth
promised to explore with appropriate discretion in the subscription
ticket to A Harlot's Progress, Boys Peeping at Nature. This hypothesis is
consistent with bolh the emblematic and practical implications of the
wig and wigbox device;indeed,it makes sense that Dalton's wig would
still be hung on the bed-curtain if he were hidden in the room, where
the devilish highwayman would play a role comparable to that of the
boar beneath the stairs in Diirer's Annunciation, the shaggy stcxjl leg
in the Du Guemier design, the "Earthly lover" that Ariel discovers
lurking in Belinda's heart, or even Milton's surreptitious Satanic toad
(who was discovered by Gabriel in that story). If Dalton is hiding
under the bed, Gonson/Gabriel and his crew have probably come to
Moll's c hambers n ot to deli ver a messag e b ut in p ursuit o f th e
highwayman In this scenario, Moll's subsequent arrest would be
attributable less to her profession than to her loyal devotion to Dalton.
Gonson was obsessed with prostitutes, and made his name by
harassing them, but the infamous Dalton would be a much more
important catch for the magjstrateand his small army than would MoU.
It may be the wig in particular that has caught Gonson's attention as he

" Along similar lines, Paulson proposes that in Harht's Prqgnss 5 Moll's hanging undergar
ments suggest her soul departing from her body.
" "Fatal Missteps: Death in Hogarth's Engravings," 1650-1850 7 (2002):163-80.
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enters the room: his look of surprised interest suggests that he has
divined its meaning and suspects that very important quarry is near"
Hogardi's mundane travesty of the machinery of divine paternity
suggests that the major issue in Annunciation pictures, conception, is
also an issue here. We wiU not see unequivocal evidence that Mary has
ever been pregnant until the fifth and sixth pictures in die series, where
her son suddenly appears at age four or so, but it makes sense to look
in the third picture for signs of an incipient son among so many other
modified signs of an Annunciation. Tliis essay was originally inspired
when a student, Aaron Udvardy, suggested in class that there could be
a connection between the knotted bed-curtain on Moll's bed and the
knotted "curtain sack" that appears regularly in pictures of subjects
related to pregnancy, especially Annunciations. In a groundbreaking
essay, Susan Koslow has described this gravid-looking lump of fabric
as a solution found by some post-medieval artists to the problem of
representing incarnation (whether divine or mundane).'® In Koslow's
view the curtain sack as it appears in bed-chamber Annunciation
pictures serves as a subde Renaissance alternative to medieval conven
tions for indicating Mary's pregnancy, which might call for representing
the Child suspended in the midst of a large hole in her torso or
including a tiny flying child to accompany the dove of the Holy Spirit.
The curtain sack is so ubiquitous in theselater pictures, so consistently
associated with motherhood, and so suggestive in its shape, that even
if one doubts that artists deliberately used it as an emblem of the
pregnant womb, as Robert Koch does," one can speculate that an
attentive, symboEcaUy sophisticated outside observer of Northern art
(as Hogarth certainly was) might understand the curtain sack in exactly
the way Koslow does.

" In "What Gonson Saw: Harlot III and Hogarth's Proleptic Art," an unpublished essay,
David B. Morris has noted Hogarth's emphasis upon Gonson's gaze and proposes that he is
looking beyond the bed curtain at a child in a cradle or some similar indication of Moll's
motherhood, impendingor otherwise. It's hard to tell exacdy whereGonson is looking (at the
hat and broom? at the ciutain knot?), but the w%seems to me to be the object most likely to
interest him professionally, as well as the one thatcarries the most interesting information for
us; Gonson's gaze is Hogarth's way of telling us to pay special attention to it.
" "The Curtain Sack: A Newly Discovered Incarnation Motif in Rogier van der Weyden's
ColmbaAttmndaHon" ArtibusetHistoriael'i (1986): 9-33.
" Robert Koch, "The Getty 'Aiuiunciation' by Dieric Bouts," hurHngtou Magflt^ne 130
(1988):512.
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Hogarth probably saw the curtain-sack motif in the prints he
studied (and bought and sold), and in the many paintings that include
it. Koslowdtes examples as various as the^r«o^»/B^/n>/i&fl/byJanvan
Eyck, in which the bride also gathers her dress in imitaticni of preg
nancy, The Death of the Virgin by Schongauer, and Annunciations by
Rogjer van der Weyden [Figure 5] and his followers, and also by
Robert Campin, Petrus Christus, Hans Memling, Friedrich Herlin,
Dieric Bouts, Joos Van Cleve, and many others—I would addLorenxo
Lotto, who included in his 1534-35 "Recanati Annunciation a cat and
curtains that are knotted in the center as in Hogarth, and an Annuncia
tion attributed to Jean Bellegambe that has been in the Fitzwilliam
Museum since 1816 and was probably somewhere in England in
Hogarth's time. In the Renaissance the curtain sack was a domestic
reality with a practical function ^t must have been a convenient way to
get curtains out of the way), and some artists may have included it in
dieir work without symbolic intent, but in the eighteenth century
Hogarth, like Koslow in the twentieth, could easily have taken it as a
correlative object signifying pregnancy. The knotted bed-curtain in
Harlot's Process 3 is not a Renaissance curtain sack, but of course
Hogarth would have brought the emblem up to date and adapted it to
the sordid modem context: neither Moll nor her hunter is the sort to
spend her time balling up a curtain as a Renaissance servant—or a
neatnik Virgin—^would do. Further, its more suggestive shape—a
round knot in the midst of a strong vertical—^mates it more like a
pregnant female form than the comparatively abstract curtain sack.® In
itself the knotted or wadded curtain in Before in the engraved version
of Before and After is at most only obliquely relevant here, though
Hogarth was certainly employing another dialect of the language of
curtains in After, where a broken curtain rail signifies the state of the
maidenhead. A corollary idiom can be seen when we compare the
exposed and rumpled bed of Harlot's Prognss 3 with the curtained bed
in the preceding picture of the series, which constitutes a private

^ Hogarth might have employed the curtain knot in a similar way once before, in his early
painting The Denunaation, or a Woman Swearing a Child to a Grave CiO\en, where a bookcase
curtain is pulled back and knotted,though this is morelikely coincidental.Certainly the subject
matter is appropriate, but this curtain does not hang on a bed and as potentisd emblem it
conveys no information that is not otherwise obvious.
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feminine space, the equivalent of the virgin Mary's thalamus virginis. In
Harlot'sPngpss 3 all three manifestations of that space are now public:
as Venus Pandemos Moll has opened her womb, the curtains have
been opened on the bed, and the door (which she still controlled in the
second picture in the series) has been opened by Gonson and his crew.
In the death scene in Harlot's Progress 5, the unknotted curtains of the
bed are again closed, and the unmiraculous ascension of her spirit—^her
undergarments—is unwitnessed by the assembly.
For conventional Christian artists, the moment of the Annuncia
tion is a pivotal juncture in the bipartite division of post-Edenic human
history. Accordingly, Annunciations (like similarly pivotal Nativities
and Adorations) often contain a distant crumbling building signifying
Judaism and/or paganism, a temple of the old order(s) that has been
supplanted by the newly sanctified space that Mary occupies, the
thalamusvirginis
chamber representing the new church, freshly
inhabited by the Holy Spirit. Hogarth himself does not seem to have
used the crumbling building motif to communicate the transition from
old to new dispensation, but employed a very similar device in his Good
Samaritan painting for the Foundling Hospital, where a decaying tree
sprouts new branches that emblematize Chtistianinnovations upon the
old forms of rectitude represented by the priest and Levite in the
background. There is only one building in Harlot'sProffvss 3 itself but
we should recall that Moll has been cast out of the solidly prosperous
"Jewish" world in the previous picture, and that,ironically, it is her new
abode that is shabby and crumbling.
The history of the second and third pictures in Hogarth's seriesis
significant here. George Vertue reported in the eighteenth century that
Hogarth first made a single picture of a harlot arising in the morning
this picture may have been related to a surviAting drawing of a prosti
tute (this one somewhat older than Moll) that is now in the British
Musevim.^' The single painting eventually became, or became the basis
for, Harlot's Pro^ss 3; it vras so well received that Hogarth then made
a second painting as a pendant, creating a pair of pictures, and when
they proved popular he then moved on to the other four, supplying
narrative before and after the original pair. Michael Godby argues

Reproduced in A. P. Oppe, Tie Dnmngs ofWitBam Hogarth(New York: Phaidon, 1947), 37.
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persuasively that this second picture must have been some version of
what is now Har/of's Progress 2, which mirrors the structure of picture
3.^ Together, the two pictures would have constituted a contrastive
pair analogous to Hogarth's "Before" and "After" paintings and
engravings of the same period, rather than consecutive increments in
a six-part satirical "progress" toward degradation and death
Godby suggests that at the very earliest stages in the development
of the series the Annunciation was not yet in Hogarth's mind, in part
because he doesn't see room for Gonson's party in a sketch of the lost
canvas that appears in the print called The Batt/e of the Pictuies, in 1745.
But this hastilyetched evocation of Hogarth's painting is hardly reliable
as a record of it. Like Paulson, I b^eve that right from the start
Hogarth had decided to charge the scene with ironic reference to an
Annunciation, and that when he created the pendant picture the idea
of comparing the Harlot's precarious life as a faithful "Christian" in
Harlot's Progress 2) with her past "Jewish/Pagan" MtmHarlot's Progress
2 was suggested by applying a parodic version of the "Before" and
"After" structure to the tradition of contrasting the old and new
religions in Annunciations and other subjects derived from the career
of Jesus. One point of an Annunciation, of course, is to focus on
human progress toward redemption, but in this ironic two-picture
structure the progress from one bedroom visit to the next would reflect
the reversal of Moll's fortunes. As the series developed from two to six
pictures, the contrastive structure of Harlot's Progress 2 and 3 was
obscured by the more complex narrative progress of the series as a
whole.
Recogmzing in Harlot's Progress 2 and 3 the vestiges of an ironic
"Before" and "After" pairing prompts reconsideration of the 'Jew
ish/Pagan" milieu of picture 2. The usual eighteenth-century stereo
types about Jews are obviously relerant to Hogarth's portrayal of
MoFs employer, and though some recent critics represent this picture
as a embodying every anti-Semitic impulse to be found in eighteenthcentury London,^ Hogarth's Jew is hardly Shylock. Clearly he is rich.

^ "The First Steps ofHogarth's Harlot's Pngnss," Art Hisfo^\0:1 (March 1987): 23-37.
^ See Frank Felsenstein and Sharon Liberman Mint2, Tie Jew as Other: A Century ofE-ng/isb
Caricature 1730-1830 (New York: Library of the Jewish Theologjcal Seminary of America,
1995). Felsenstein chronicles conventional stereotyping of Jews iaAnti^emitic Stereotypes: A
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qfiH may even be supposed to be one of the businessmen who
contributed to the South Sea Bubble and sustained Walpole's govern
ment?"' He lusts after Christian women as well as money, as in The Rape
ofthehock 2:7-8, but of course these appetites were shared with at least
a few other men in eighteenth-century London. Yet the Jew hardly
seems to be in the same category as the other targets of Hogarth's
satire. I had long wondered why Hogarth would be taking a gratuitous
swipe at the Jew, a marginal and alien figure, in a satirical work that
otherwise concentrated on criticizing the center rather than the
periphery of the culture But I now believe that Hogarth introduced an
identifiable Jew into the story not in order to satirize him but because
the artist wanted to define this world as a thriving alternative to the
"Christian" world in what was then the only other picture, a mock
Annunciation. The Jew is at most gently and indirecdy satirized as a
foreigner who "apes" the English and foolishly trusts Moll; as an
outsider he is roughly analogous to the placid Turk amusedly observing
the antics of deranged Christian enthusiasts in Hogarth's Enthuaasm
Delineated.
Although the two chambers in which Moll appears in Harlot's
Progress! and 3 are markedly different, and Moll's disastrous trajectory
would have been apparent even when there were only two pictures, it
is not so easy to see how the two worked together as a contrastive pair.
Harlot's Progress 2 contains some of the same elements that we find in
Harlot 3: the tester bed, its curtains closed and unknotted; the vanity
table as altar, with a thask suggesting false p retense rath er th an
misplaced faith); and an unexpected visitor to the "virgin's" chamber,
as well as a second secret visitor soon to be detected by the first. Hie
small portraits of the free-thinking Woolston and Clarke on the wall
and even the particular Old Testament subjects (disobedient Jonah,
frolicking David) suggest that this chamber is dedicated to skepticism.

ParaJigitofOtheriussinEttgEsbPapularCubun,
(Baltimore:JohnsHopldns University
Press, 1995), 53-55. See also David Solkin's particularly jaundiced portrait, "The Excessive
JevriaAHarlr/'sPrcgrm," in David Bindmanet al., eds, Hogarlk R/^resen/iiigNabire'sMacMnet
(Manchester: Manchester Univetsity Press, 2001), 219-35, and Paulson's response to Solkin
and others: "Some Thoughts on Hogarth'sJew: Issues in Current Hogarth Scholarship" in the
same volume (236-63).
See David Dabydeen, Hogarth, Wa^oU and Commercial Britain (London: Hansib, 1987), 25 et
passim.
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keener
^ything is sacred to Moll's
cSL of
kept behind the dosed
of Har/oi'c P ^ ^
tnisplaccd. The world
but for rViA
a paradiseonly by comparison, and wiU soon fall,
of Harfnt'
unfallen, and a far better world than that
ot Harlot sProgms 3-^r 4, s, or 6.

